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The-Federal-ComMunications:Commission,created=by.regulation

a'storehouse of audience feedback-to commereial and noncOmm rcial

broadcast-facilities:, the _public accessfile. Licensee8
1'.

required tO olicit on at least a bi-weekly.basis,.:public,s

,

comment, which unless otherWise requested will be made ava

for public inspection:during the station's,norMal businesS_

hours, There is no requirement todo-anythingwith this

other than maintain it, although it is a fairly common p-

for broadcasters-to respond-to letters. Research' does indicate

however, thaill any stations maintain a of. form letter which

ban be personalized as a method of hanalin their mail

Broadcasters generally try.ta ig file.anct keep its

eXistande and the Importantright- access to it from becoming

too widely known, -true that stations must state-

the file is "available' for public' inspection" , research

indicates that formally worded. d.dvisories are frequently ignore-

orudsui4erstood,:-"Avallable for .public imspectiOn" S neither

a char hot. enthusiastic invitation and there is unde.rstandebl

rc encouragement tc make.it so. The public access'=filellan

become anything like letters. to the editor" page for.

:broadcast:rmedza.

To 'some extent, despite the imPediments,,cons de

literature is available concerning letter writers -or media

contactor"; but our knowledge ia.chie l limited to their'

demographics .'determinations Of their unrepresentativenss



and Characterizationsof letter:Vritefs- 'crackpots',_

'critics:. and complainers!.' Such findings'do not
7

encourage the-notion that therejs a value to broadcasters, jor

'Cr nks'

the public or regulators, to-be aware of the 'content'of the lette s

which they are :required- to solicit and maintain. In general,

the existing body of literature can be characterized as materia

defensive-,in nature, to he by those seekingrea ohs '.to. ,

- ;

gnore or refute the contents of public access files.

However, even in regards to demographic =considerations

andValue judgment'eharaeterizations

contradictory McGuire and,Lereydeveleped a combined dir et

mail.and telephone methodology which can be employed in surveying

and con = actin media contactorsu bntthey do not,offer reasons
.

as to w y'you would want this Capability. In another study.

they co clued that media contactors are usually unrepresentative

f- the eneral audienee .Other research findings are similar:
9

media cc tactor_ s are generally-older, are generally younger,
10 : .11

ave a h gh level of education, have a low le el of education,_
12

have-a s nse of duty/want-to tight wrong, or.are lonely;
14

isolated and /or alined cranks.
15'

With e exception of one, study coneerned with a single

month's-mai to NBC anchorman John'Chaneello the reseirch done
,16

on media con actors shares the common 'attribute of essentially

Ignoring the content of the'letters. This.is a serious.
shortcoming. Even if we accept as an established fact that

`media contactors ire unrepresentative'Of the general audience



=7.

.
..and given the conflicting nlature of- the research an conclusions

are tentbus, there are compelling reasons for broadcast
. .

itsearchers to -make a- serious nalys3 s of the public jacce ss

_

Among these reasons :r 1. They exist. ljelivered to the

broadcasters door are_ literally hundreds Of ':comnients. and reactions
to the liceriees,,programining. and practiges% -The- media:

. _

-contactor may b e atb, informal 47-3,f--nbt formal- opinion --leader ...: ' -
(Recbgnige community leaders would nocdOubt,--have-other avenues-
of access 'to station personnel) . 3. The -file is open to public
inspdetion, 'should not the broadcaster knogw' W1t he
the public.--to :inSpect? A close inspection of -a file is most
'Likely to be done by a potential challehger or competitor

_ =

than anyone else. 4 If we acept the--c ri6ept'thaf some media
cOntactors are motivated by a sense
it is shortsighted to dondltide that tai

not being stated elsElwhere-. A me

not extent of feeling, gan be obtainea;
/

and- impact areas can be developed (Th would probably, be-of

.:1ty to ight a wrong'
comments in the letter are
sire of the intensity, if

mailmaps of coverage

gre'ater, to radio-tfian television b-roadcasters). 7.. Predibated
the_ unreVresentatiyeness

suggeStion. or criticism be a 'mass
-4'

the media contactor, must a comment,

nidn' to be. of interest and
value? 8. ibe--assuMption, in face the lack of 'content
research, that media contactors are omplainers is a dangerou s
generality, lkkely to encourage pote tial, chall ngers and critics



to-7' be the first- to, become knowledgable about the public files,

-autematically;:placing the broadcaster in a possibly-undeserved-

and certainly undesireable defensive position. 9. The

oPp

SOU

rtunity for deregulation is'currently-qui

of public-.comment sboOld Le examined

real. gvery

for it potential

this vital isue

All f -the e stated reasons content appioacb to public

access files are directly or indirectly relat6d to the fact that

-they exist and we in an overall state of- ignoran8e concerning

-.them. 'There exists every station a potential wealth of .

A

information For the reasons stated above, the study of dmedsia

contactor s must move from simplistic analysis 'of demographics

and value :judgments as to the motivation and psychological mak

of the letter writ-ter a more systematized approach', codifyi

and- analyzing the data base.

PROJECT AND METHODOLOGY

.,This study is a _pritent:analysis approach-to -.the nature -of

public access Hfilds;:' The data ba#6 consists of al.the letters,

contained in- the - public. access, files of Houston area lidensee

both commerc al and-noncommercial. The six- televisiOn stations

:in the e-Houston Market and 21 radio stations were studied.
17

Logistical conSiderations pecluded using gill f the radio st

radio station group included proportional representation

and fin, 'commercia noncommercial and the various form

letter at each of the selected-stations dated from 8/1/77



Eo 71178 was ,analYied einpieking

this project -.
.

s
.

nineteen.categori information were gathered: station',
. .

date, ewhether the letter was.sign-6d4 whether the letter was typed-

evaluation tool-dvelope
=

or writtan, to whom was_the letter.addressed,. whbre applicable from

whom was the rpl

comments wouldal

ant" aid the-letter writer suggest that the

_sent elsewhere., if y-es,.- where?,
0

type of program was mentioned (network, local or syndicated) , -

the name of the prograth=, if a-commercial was- mentioned, was-_

national-- or local (spots were treated qational , only those

'geog_raphically tied to .the'1-louton area were deemed, 'local' )-,

a miscellaneous cathgory for letters not dealing with, a program

or commercial or-rttation practice; whether the overall one of

the letter was positive or negative, did the letter mention a

Specific.person and-nfially, ruesbrief description of the es

The reasom for many of the categorie self-explanatory,

howeVere- for some elaboration is in order.
. .

"To whOm" the letter

was addressed was Used,as a meaSure.of public awareness o

station structure and personnel. "From-whore the reply,-,.was bent

would aid in` determining how Stations handled publiC comment and

provided- data for.a correlation test employing-----"To whom" and

Frow-who ' infOrmation. The "Reference category allowed for

a-11'6ternina ion of the frequency of dla
mments An copy or.substance, to another

contactors sending their

source. Thes_s"Where"

category is the d stination of those who indicated that they were

making their opinion heard elsewhere. The "Where" data was coded



for three -valuez only: the FCC, a source inside the station,
.

or a..source outside of the station '4. The "Ind "' (indiVidtral)

.1

for_data_processing by the _principal-investigatorto in

category was employed to obtain a measure of to what extent
_ _ _ _ _

a personality - either real or a characterization - evoked a
responte The field workers Were trained :in the use ,of
fornv and then tested ettabliih. -their: ability -to accurately
and consistently employ it. The.completed forms were all coded

and .consittency.'- Tabulation,!- cross tabulation and -

ANxrrelatiOn-Were used. az the tools .0f analytit

results are presented in TAB1;---"I; Tetal N was 329

2V.were letters directed to -television. stations 4,
adio stations q. 3$. of all, Letters writers

comments; 41% of 'the letters were, typed atld 59%.
tten. The:plurality of letters Tire r'e addressed, in.
Sir" or 11T-o Whom it may concern"

re p_..sea came from a clerical employee.

consistency between who the letter was .addretted- ttf, and from
horn the response was sent. Virtually! 'all lette eceived a

reply. In only 5% of the letters (N=157) wa then a.n 'indication
that the correnents would also or had also been sent elsewhere.
26% of the referredl lettes were sent to the FCC, 52% to
another source' inside the station and 22% to a source outside
of- the _station.. Only 11.7% of 'the letters mentioned a specific



Television 70.2%.
-Radio "29.8%

Signed 93.3
unsigned

TABliE_ I_
OVERALL RESULTS

N -= 3299

Addressed To:
I

..."Dar Sir"
;General Manager
''News Director

Comm. Rel: Dir.
Prog. Dir./V.P
Other

Contents Refe

37.2%

6'1,8%
41.0%
34%

ed. ElSeWhere

Of Those Referred (h=257)

General. Content 'Categories:

LoOal ograms--. 36.0%
Network Programs 30.4%
Syndicated -27.8%

-Local Commercial 1.8%
Nat'l 'Commercial 1.4%
Other, . 3.6%

Reponse From:

'Clerical Staff
General Manager
News Director
Comm. Rel. 'fir .
Frog.. Diir. V.P.
Other'

yes t 0
no 95.0%

.FCC 26%
Inside Station 52%1-

Outside Station-



a _role being played.' Finally, -TABU

and this -was .in all cases; l' perSent n
rovides a .generl
teaot -s

content, with networ programd- and syndicated-programs -being
=likely to iiro vcke a response. However, as TABLE III shoWs-,

diffi4ult. to discuss specific programs. in any meaningful
s.ense, aS with- few exceptions there Was no clusteringbY
speci.fic program.

TABLE_Il_provides a breakdown by. telexiisionstation,

,radio_ and -radio. formats. Her it must Y z noted. that

pertain unusual events occured during the time frame undei-gudy
events had a strong efgect on the nature and nu

of letters_ received- by -.-dettairi. stations. --Channel 2, KPRC'.

teleVision; NBC:affiliation, 61441q)... ir KHOO. television

affiliation and KRtY-FM, AO R 'format, , felt the effect f these

eveptt. Metrome
-

moved its -"Mery

.purcilaSed. Channel -2f KRIV television and

ffin-,Sho-" frpM Channel 2 to Channel -26. This'
resulted in-a considerable ? umber of letters of complaint concernin

Channel .11, 'CBS

ing day, of the 1978-

an event which tlfannel 2'had no Control
suffered:from the network pre-empted the

a

'the coronation Pope impaCt of thin

event on chahnel- 11 as- magnified by' the fact .tht the pre - empted
gania was the ..debut of-pFL star' Earl Campbell .of the Houston

'Oilers:. Odd ti in llv, a very-popular:soak. Opera,"Lbve Of Life"

-a viewers 'made their', oomplaibts known the
-,

Station. RtitYFMHwas ,CondUcting "Athateur Aotir".

The conteSCAffotded. listendrs the opportunity. to be-7 'disc jockey
NA-

Ar.'11

7 r '1



. ,

TELEVISION'

'TALE

STATIONS/FORMATS

ti

'%of Total Hof TV Tota.

6..

_Ch 2

Ch ,8 ,

Ch 11
Ch 13
Ch
Ch.- 39

SID TYP '#StationS -t f Total ofidi .T1
e

AM
PM
AM FM

FO

MINORITY.
BEAU. Mil

TOP 40
NEWS/TALK
DISCO
CLASSICAL..

AOR
NONCOMM
CHRISTIAN
PROG.

23 2'- 24;3
11= 617c 2-8

3d '126- 3 12.8 ..

Stations. .f of = Radio :Total

75 2 0 7

53 6 5
20 6 2 0
99 3 0 10 0

187 5. 19.0
1 *85 2.5. f 8.6

'19 .5 1.9
333 10.0. 33.9

4° 2 k 78 .2 7.9.,
1-

,31

Notes:
a includesi Mery Griffin
b Includes NftypreemptiOn and Love of Life
c, includes liFiLY

d am/fig files are iriaistingulshable
e am/fm station
f 'includes am fm combination
g KR



forone hour:

thO.Stat

-accounted f

--Ohe7thirdo

TO qualifY-fOr conSideration,' one had:th- write

on and`. tell why .-they. should be.,chosenthis:

all.the4etterS in the file .and:mearly.-:.

he radio.total various points in the

Presentation-ofthe-data, adjusti noted

these.events. In all cases they hive a

outcome. For the, television stations the events were entirely

tendency to distort

beyond their control, while .in. the instance of KRLY 1 the, conte

had disproportionate influence on the number and distribution of

radio comments.

Even when the appropriate adjustmentS'are made the- television

data, Channels 2 and 11 still have- far. higher totals than

Channel 13, ABC and the other television stations. When

ade fm has slightly more otal letters

most alIbwin

KRLY adjustment

than the 'am stations. The format- ..which receive

w'sitalW! the .stations..usilig:that format-areall_

dtal-liaenseeS maintained one-single, iptpgrated

n which itgenera-ly could not be noted. to which'iiCinse

,cOmmen were directed.'-

TABLE III provides a breakdown first- by broa_ program content-

categories-and then a list of specific programs which elicited

sufficient letters to be:treated individu y, In general,-

difficult to single out a 'particular .type of content or

Specific prograpswhich are most likely to have viewers respond to.

least on the station level,It is of particular note that,

12



-TABLE III

48 .NANED/CONTENTTYPES*'

PRPGRAMS:

J Amateur Hour
Mormon. Conference
Football7Pre-emption

letters
Football..Pre-emption

#

Love'of Life-
Griffin.Mery

-4. Eyes of. Texas
S.- SOAP,
6. TreebOuseHClub
7. names at 16

Edge of.Night

10.0%
'4.6%

4.6%

13,%

.0%.
3.n%
'2.4%
1.8%
1..4%

.6%

CONTENTS TYPES: (% adjusted fc r above

1. Syndicated Programs 9.1%
2. Network Programs 6.4%
3. Local Programs 6.2%
4. Local News 5.7%.
S. SPecials 5.0t
'6. Local Movies 2.7%
7. Religious Programs 2.1%
8. Radio.Specials 2.0%
9. Radio Programs 1.7%
10. Music 1-6%

Oither ,1.6%
11. Otsco 1.3%

RadiO News ,1.3%
12. Network News 1.0%
13..Soft.News .:7%
14. Feminine Hygiene .1%

-*Note: All percentages are based on unadjusted total study. size.

13



certain significant: pro rams, such as 'NBC' "Hdilbcaust° and

and,i6CtS And the Mbehdiscussed.feminine

wgienecommercials, are nit outstanding impeti forJaddia

contactors.

12.

TABLE, IV provid s the di

Under the final heading on the

bution of info

g

ration 'gathered

form,-"Comment Classification"

35.5% of. ell-letters were classifie&as general letters of praise,

Category 1, 1% were requests for information, Category' 2, 9.8%

were complaints about lack` of media coverage for specific events,

Category .a 12-5% were complaihts about-a program beinvcancelled,

Category 4, 8% Were complaints about time changes, Category 5,

3.4% were complaints about the'manner in which specific news

everfts were handled, Category 6;. .2% consisted of requests that

specific commercials'be removed, Category 7, 1.2% were complaints
.

about broadast music, CategOry. 8, 11.9% consisted .of comments

on'sex and violence, Category 9, 3.9% were requests. to cancel

-specific programs,. Category 10, 5.8% were complaints concerning
. .

pre-emptions, Catejory :11, and 4.9%,fell into the miscellaneous

classification, Category 12. TABLE IV also provides a breakdown

by television station and what percent of each classification Is

accounted for-by television and-what perdentage by radio.

Aside,from general lettbrs of approval, program cancellations,
.

. ,
sex and'vloience- complaints about lack of media coverage and

.reqUestsfor information, in that order, are most likely to be



TABLE IV

COIMENT CLASS aIV
. STATIONS

4 5 6 7, 9 10 11 12

'1173 231 323 416 122 112 394 130 191 162

f 'TOT 35.5' 7 9.8 ,12.7 3.4 1.2 11.9 3,9 .58 4.9

10 V 67.7 66.6 .8.6 96.8 93.4 ' 79.4. 87.5 32.4 80.7 61.6 100 95..6

% ,R.. 32.3 33.4 9.1 3.2 6.6 '20.6 12.5 67.6E In 38.4 4.4

Ch 2% 23.7 3 49.0 15..5 a5,7 12.5

2.3 4.9 1:

Ch a 10:2

% of.8 75 8.7 8.1 6.8.

Ch 11% 16.2 24 1 38.4 7.3 8.9

f 11 26'.4

Ch 13%. 8.4' 6.4

% of 13 37.6 5.7

Ch.26% 2.4 1.7

% of 26 17. 2.

Ch 39%

1.1

.6 3.4 .10

18.7 1.2 1.3

2.1 , 20.5

3.4 9.8

5.7 41.8 3.5

,.142 30.1 2.3 1.1,

10.4 7.

302 3 13.8 . 6.8 4.4

144. 2.2 1.6 .9

8.6.. 1.5

213 1.2

6:4 5.3 905

3.6 23.9

1.1

1.2

223- 5.a, 3,3

33.4 2.6 2.2

543 )1.5 .15.4

12c:4" 1 1 14.7



edia contactors comments.

14;

TABLE V' provides a distributionof "Comment Classification

data, controlled for/by certainty l9be of program content:

soft news, local news, local programs network news, network

programs; rad o news and radio muse. In certain instance's

where the fOr the content type-was small,'.actual distribution

instead of ercentage is listed. In each'catagory -program

content the plurality, r not the majority of cdmments were

,of -approval. Howe'ver uhder.the heading of "network.prdgramT,

the approval percentage"and the percentage requesting cancellation

are close, 30% f 'the former and 24% for-the latter. Its worth

noting here that the leader in receiving comments classified

under the heading of "sex and violence" was the NBC affiliate,

TABLEAU provides a breakdown of the classification of the

letters as "positive" (.4- ) , or "negative" (-) . All the figures

are adjusted as noted for the events discussed at the opening

the results section, For television stations, with the exception,

of Channel 8; PBS, the overall division while positive, was

generallIclose, while radio stations tended to .receive mail which

was heavily positive.,

TABLE VII pt.vides the correlational data. Overall,.the

.borrelation'coefficients were weak and provided little useable
6

inforMation. A significant, but weak relationship was found beiween

to whom a letter was addressed and-from whom the reply came.



.

TABLE V

COMMENT CLASS CONTROLLED BY CONTENT*-

S (n=23Ifreq.) Radia.Music: (n=92),

praise 11 prai 40
information? 1 information? 1
lack of coverage poor music 17
request cancellation 2 sex/violence

coverage' 1 requ'eSt removal 33
Sex/violencet: 7

Local News:+

praise .

information?
lack ofcbverage ---

.request cancellation
.bad coverage --

sex/violence

48.4%
8.0%
2.7%
1.6%

25.4%
16.0%

Local Programs:

praise , 47.2%
information 7,3%
carry program 49%
Tcancellation complaint 7.3%
time change. complaint 6.8%
request cancellation 2.9%
sextviolence I ,.

/
23.8%

Networr# News:

prai
inform ion
lack of coverage
batk;_boverag
-s6x/violen

*.ercent es are based
Actual frequency

,.73% of _tal addressed to Channel °2
1-1-.Does dot include NFL

_=4-4)

praise
infoz-wation?
lack cif .coverage

-.21

1
bad coverage 13
sex/violence
request cancellation 1

Network Programs:

praise
information?
cancellation complaint
time change'coMplaint
sex/violence
request cancellation
pre-emption complaint

4

1
2,
6

On total_ for pro' ram content category.

15..

30.0%
10.5%
21.'4

4..8%
17.1%
2.4%

11.0%



Total + 1912.1611. a
Total 1387/ 927

-TV Positive 1128/-,
TV Ne4ative'1191/753 a

Radio -I: 784/483
Radio 196/164

Stations

Ch 2 NBC

Chi PBS
Ch 11 CBS

Ch.. 13,' ABC
Ch 16 Metro
Ch 39 INti

Radio-.
-TYPE

'FM:
AM FM

format

C&W

Minority
Beau. Mus
Top 40,
News Talk
Disco
Classical'
AOR

Nonaornrn
Christian 1
Ptog. 1

6

11
3

402
160
249
140

9.2

86-

4009a
40

472/308e
124

79
67

152
:540/301C'

92

lg
2

2h
5i
3

2

1

lj
2

62
44
13
77

111
76
18

301
67
0

17

TABLE VI

58%/63.4%
42%/365.

58.9%
85V81.2 b

41%/31.7%
14.1%/17.6% o

%ATV

35
14'.
22
12.
a

7.6

85
77132
34

13
9

7

22.
76
9

32'
8

1

145

%TTV'

24.9
9.9

15.4
8.6
5,7
5.3

ART. 5 TA+6
31.'4 9.4
43.2 12.9
19.0 .5.7

%ATV-

3

41.1
'5.3

16.2
16.4 .

10.4
8.8

AR-
5.1
2.8
2 0

TOT-
9.1
4.9
3.6

%TOT--

33.4
443

13.4
P.5
.7 2

ART9 %TA+10 %AR-11 :roT-12

2 8 3.8 7.9
9.1 2.7 5 4
2.6 .8 4.2 .7_

I5.9 4.7 13.4 2.3
22,.9 6 8 4.6 8.1
15.7 4.7 5.4 .9
3.7 1.1 .6 .1

1.4

13.8 4:1

3.5 1.0
6

'9.1. 1.6.



TABLE.VI

NOTES

-totals adjusted for aaL significant, unusual events.

17.

-13 pereentages based on overall adjusted negative and positve.

c percentages on ovAall totals/adjusted totals.

d adjustment for Mery Griffin.

adjustment for NFL pre-emption and Love of-Life.

adjustment for KRLY's Amateur Hour, 301: letters pf 'applicati
.,32 letters- of complaint over failure to selected writer.

g am/fmstation.

b.' 1 am station and 1 am/fm

2 am stations, 2 fm stations, 1 am
4

KRLY-FM

1 station's percentage-of adjusted, television positive total.

2 tation'A percentage of total television letters.

3 station's percentage of adjusted, television negative.

4 station's percentage of total negative lotto

5 percentage% of adjusted-radio total.
4

.1 percentage of total adjusted positive letters.

7 percehtage of adjusted radio negative letters.

8 percentage of total negative.

9 format's percentage of adjusted-radio total.

10 format percentage of. total adjusted Positive letters .

11, format's percentage of adjusted radio negative letters.
t

12 format's percentage of total negative letters.



tabulation data indicated a.rough consistency in this area

which proved to be misleading. For instance, while the percentage_

-,of. the. letters to the genral, managers Was close to the percentage-
.

. .:raetters fromi the general managers did' riot' reply

to the same letters sent to thdM. Letter's indicating a reference

to the Federal Communications Commis ion all received a reply

from the .general manager.and letters written to the gm Concerning

news were usually directed;to the news:director, The strongest

relationship was found to exist between-stating that the comments

would be directed elsewhere and indicating a non-governmental source.

Other than that, there were significant, but weak tendencies

to refer elsewhere _plaints about commercials, either local or

national.

DISCUSSION

Iriassessing the data,the' finding which merits first

consideration is the overall results on.the positive/negative

scale. Contrary to the limited literature available and contrary
.to conventional wisdom, the majority of letters received, includingA

i'majority of those concerning local, ten-entertainment programming

were positive in nature, The expectation was of course, the

opposite. , The adjusted negative total was .36.5%, unadjusted 42%,

Media contactors in this study are generally satisfied with the

service being provided by the local- stai_on, The.results also

'support either one or both of the foildwing conclusions: 1; some

of the - programs considered 'controversial such as "James at 16"

and "Soap" are either not of major concern or 2. media contactors



realize that the network and not the local station is the

'place to make ter wire heard on such programs. The right

of an affiliate to deny clearance is not generally known.

The station which received the largest 'number of complain

was Channel 2, KPRC. They.also received the largest number_of

coMments on sex and violence.- This is surprising for two reasons:

1. KPRC is noted for its award winning public affairs and news

committment and 2. the expectation would"be that the ABC affiliate

Channel 13, would lead in.the sex and violence catagoryhs ABC

is criticized as the leader jiggle' -and'violent (

programming. In fairness to Channel 2, it must be mentioned that

they received the largpst number of positive letters, the largest

number of letters ove_all and the greatest number of requests

-for information.

The plurality of media contactors are not aware of station._

structure as most letters were addressed to no one in particular.

Despite the emphasis which stations place on a "Community

Realtions Director" or someone with a' similar title and

-.duties, this- specific.titie grouping was addressed the least

frequently and replied to letters'even less often.

Gdnerally, one cannot pin down a specific program as,having

a notable effect on the' behavior of media contactors. Only '7

programs, other than fOr reasons of pre-emption or cancellatiqn.

received a noteworthy amount of mail: "The Edge .of Night",

"Treetiouse Club" (local), "James at 11
, "The Eyes of Texas",
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peal, public affairs, Channel 2), KRLY's "Amateur Hour",

A

"Soap" and the "Mormon-Convention". Channel 11, annUally

carries the, national convention of the Mormon Church and received

numerous letters of praise and thanks. This was the only
p

indication of a letter writing' campaign. ,Programs which stood
%

out when pre-etpted or cancel led were "Love' of Life"; '"IMerv.

'Grkffin" and "NFL Football ". Channel 2 perhaps could have avoided,

some of the public outcry which occured when 'Mery Griffi "

moved to Channel 26, had they, informed the public what was

occuring Two cheeks with station persbnnel indicated that'they,

did not do so.

In- programming categories, syndicated programs emerged as

being most likely to prompt a letter, followed by local news,.

-network programming and local rogra mming. Commercials in general

and the much discussed feminine hygiene commercials in particular,

,appear as being of little interest to the media contactor, at least

on this level. The event most likely to cause negative comment

is progam cancellation, followed by program pre-emption. The

programming practice most upsetting to the media contactor is the

depiction of sex'and violence. Contactors concerned with sex-

and violence were likely to eminent on radio music as hell. The,

next station practice most likely to cause comment was the failure
I

to cover events on either local news or public affairs programming.

Complaints about the handling of news events actually broadcast

trailed behind time changes and reguestth to'cancel specific programs



aabeing of pone rn to, media contactors.
,

TA

.When vi 4ing specific contact groups, it is again in evidence

21.

that there is overalf,satio:taction, While only in the category

of .network news was there a clear majority Uf positve letters,

when the tTasses-ef.praise_and:requests for information are

combined, with'onlyone eXception, each of the program groupings

examined show a clear majority of favorable response: soft news

local news,. local;Trograms, radio news and radio programs. Only..

in the broad category of network programs did. the-stations

receive a majority of mail classed as negative. The overvie

of this data sub group indicates support for research findings

which indicate a general satisfaction with the public service

committment of local broadcasters.
18

This'study provides much i rmation which refutes the

conventional wisdom approach to media contactors. The latter is

based.on a body of highly selected and contradictory literatu_e.

The research herein reported ' of course, preliminary. The need

certainly exists to replicate this Study in Other markets providing

a'gk)graphical Spread and inc ding different size communities.

A further proper follow up wo id be a general random sample

-population survey, using .these results as the basis for forming

the questionnaire.

-Bearing the two aforementioned needs in .,mind, we nevertheless

have a basis for rethinking our attitudes etowardS and use of the
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access file. This, conclusion is based -on the folloiling-

1.. thevajority of letters were positive, 2. there

a negligible number of letters classified as 'crank',

letters were almost 'all sighed and a very large percentage

ere typed 4. there was evidence of only one,letter,writing

Oampaign, and that was to thank a station for their cOmmittment

..to public service religious programming, 5. there were many

ec uests for ipformation based on what a viewer had seen,

`there was a considerable lack of complaints about pertain

programs and commercial types which are the subject of xtens ive

public debate, (although this could be function of public'

awareness of the more effective target), 7. general satisfaction

was In evidence for =local, ion- entertainment' ppogramming.

.8. Conventional wisdon was upheld in only one respect the

..perCentage of letters referring to sex and violence, but the

distribution included radio and was not skewed towards AC.

The indication here is that the public access file is not

to be feared and is not a pandora's'box ,on the contrary it could

be a valuable' regulatory, public relations and programming tool

for the local station. However, like any database, it can be

selectively (mis)interpreted. Thus dontents need be known
,

d

to:the broadcaite;. The preliminary indication is that the,file
.

1

is generally supportive of station practice and consists 'bf letters
.

e carefully thought out and prepared than has been generally

thought, This speaks well-for both the licensee and the public

and begs- further attentiOn.
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